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What are Business Rules?

Business rules describe or represent constraints on the behavior of the business. Business rules represent the core business logic of each organization; they guide and control the basic business processes that form the back bone of any business transaction.

Business rules represent a set of standard business practices or policies that need to be applied consistently across business activities. Therefore it is important to understand the difference between a “Rule” in software applications and a “Business rule”.

A “Rule” can be defined as a set of conditions with some associated actions. These are typically introduced in the form of an ‘If -> Then’ statement. Examples include: ‘Database Constraints’, ‘Object Model Rules’, etc. These “Plain Rules” are owned by IT and not by the Line of Business (LoB).

“Business rules” on the other hand represent organization policies and guidelines and are always owned by the Business. Examples of business rules include ‘Loan Product Eligibility Guidelines’, ‘Product Configuration Rules’, etc.

When introducing business rules organizations have to take in consideration that rules are inherent in:

- Corporate charters
- Management practices and regulatory forces
- Human resources management
- Marketing strategies
- Pricing policies
- Products and services offerings
- Customer relationship practices

Business rules are the most dynamic component of any application. Therefore their constant and correct identification and externalization improve the organization’s adaptability to industry changes and competition. Externalizing business logic in the form of simple rules ensures that these rules are easily communicated across the organization and managed separately from the application code: business adaptability and flexibility via IT stability.

Examples of Common Kinds of Business Rules

Here are some examples of different kinds of business rules that you may encounter:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation Rules</th>
<th>Form Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claim Validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate Calculation Rules</td>
<td>Computation of Taxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interest Rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Premiums</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although there are some industry specific wordings, business rules are typically worded in simple language that can be understood easily across different organizational levels and roles. Some examples are given below:

- If a customer's spending habit and credit standing are good, grant a 10% discount on the total bill amount.
- If the employee is a programmer with a good performance, give them 15% of their basic as a bonus.
- Depending on the principal amount, set the interest rate as shown below (include table and/or picture).
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**Business Rules in Applications – Conventional Methods**

Many enterprise applications require enforcement of business rules. Developers of these applications typically use one of the many available programming techniques to model these business rules, such as:

**Rules in Databases**

This is one of the most common ways to implement business rules. You will find business rules in stored procedures and triggers.

One common example would be the rules that calculate sales commissions of Insurance Field Agents. Many applications that cater to this use case implement the involved calculations inside of stored procedures.
Rules in Application Code
A huge variety of business logic may be found in application code. Examples include Tax Calculations, Billing Rules, etc.

Rules in Scripts
Another popular way of implementing business rules is using a particular scripting language. Popular scripting languages include java script (rules in web pages), ruby and proprietary scripts. Examples of rules implemented using scripts include budget forecast models.

There are also many cases where business rules simply exist as tacit knowledge in the minds of different business users. A good way to start business optimization may be to identify these rules and employ informed decision automation in order to automate them and enrich the standardized practices base.

What are the Challenges with Conventional Methods?
There are some unique business rules characteristics that may bring challenges in the implementation process or in case the use of conventional programming techniques is enforced. These characteristics are:

- Business rules are owned by the Business and therefore IT will not understand their impact
- Business rules can be very volatile, and change often
- Compliance to regulations is a direct function of how well business rules are enforced in the organization

Because of these characteristics, conventional methods of realizing business rules automation can face organizations with some of the following challenges:

Lack of visibility into how applications enforce business rules
- The IT systems become a big ‘black box’. The LoB cannot look into the system and understand how business decisions are being taken
- Critical business rules are locked in code-lines or databases

Software maintenance issues
- Many business policies are very volatile. Changing them as fast as the business wants, normally becomes a real challenge. It is very difficult to estimate what may be the impact of a simple change in the code base
- IT does not understand business rules, which means that hardwired/hard-coded business rules are very difficult to change
- This results in long testing cycle and change cycle times of business rules, which in turn increases the cost of correction and rework
- Another big risk for organizations is that hidden business rules increase the risk of compliance violations
- Communication cycle of understanding business rules, when intermediaries are required to communicate the business requirements to the IT, may lead to delays and errors - one of the main reasons why organizations wanted to start automating in the first place
Scattered knowledge across the organization

- When business rules are implemented using conventional methods, they tend to get scattered across code, databases, instruction manuals, handbooks and excel spreadsheets.
- This creates a situation where organizations end up with inadequate, ambiguous business rules spread across software systems, and even duplicates in many cases.
- An even more serious situation may occur when same rules provide conflicting results, because of the way they were implemented.

Introducing Business Rules Management Systems

Business rules define the manner in which organizations conduct their business. It is, therefore, imperative that they keep changing in accordance with market requirements.

Managing changes to core business logic can be a challenge in itself for the following main reasons:

- Business rules may not be available in one single location - they may be spread among multiple policy documents and often across different geographical locations.
- Visibility of business rules may suffer when they are buried deep within application logic, when business policies are locked away in code, database stored procedures or in spreadsheets.
- Business rules stored in spreadsheets cannot be automated; policies which are in code, in the form of database stored procedures or any other IT artifacts are less likely to be discovered and understood by business users.
- Many policies are very complex and very difficult for IT to implement or manage.
- IT professionals often lack the domain knowledge to understand the implications of a change in business rules; business users, who have the knowledge, do not have the required expertise to make these changes at the code-level. The opportunity cost of such delays can be very high in a dynamic market.
- There may be a need for adequate skilled manpower to handle changes to business policies in a demanding business environment positioned in a dynamic market.

Organizations need a solution that:

- Will allow IT to model the complex business policies and execute them at the same time.
- Will help IT to externalize the business policies so that changes to policy have a minimal or zero impact on the IT system.
- Will allow to make changes to business policy much faster.
- Will enable IT to provide an executable plan for eventual involvement and transfer of control of business policies to the business.

Business Rules Management Systems (BRMS) aim to address these problems and handle changes to business rules efficiently. One of the biggest advantages of a BRMS comes from externalizing rules from application code. Separating out business logic from application logic ensures that business users can take charge of changes to rules without depending on IT professionals at all times. BRMS enables organizations to represent rules in a natural-language-like format, as the business goes and changes, instead of in the form of complex application code.

A well-designed BRMS can offer the following key features:
• Low memory footprint and optimized performance
• Ability to represent rules in a natural-language-like format for easy understanding among all users
• Ability to externalize rules from application logic and store them in one central location
• Ability to model complex business rules and execute them at the same time
• Ability to build rules and edit them with ease without being dependent on IT professionals all the time
• Allow versioning of rules to maintain history of changes over time
• Access control to restrict access to business policies
• Ability to access rules remotely from any geographical location and change them in real-time
• Easy integration with the existing systems and IT infrastructure of the enterprise
• Easy-to-use, extensible and flexible API

The keywords here are “model complex policies”, and “externalize”. Now, any solution that your organization would employ must provide at least the following capabilities:

❖ Provide different ways for representing business policies, because business policies come in all kinds of flavors and shapes:
  • There are many policies that live in spreadsheets. It is not uncommon to see Insurance or Loan Agents consulting a print-off or a file version of pricing/rate tables. Now, lets call these ‘Decision Tables’
  • Policy constraints on business information and data. For example, consider this rule, ‘If AssetValue > 5 million’, then classify as a ‘Super Platinum Customer’.
  • Sometimes decisions are a result of certain policies that have to be applied in a specific sequence, like in a flow-chart. Let’s call these ‘Sequential Rules’
  • There are of course information validation rules that need to be applied, like in a form, or on supplied business data like a ‘Stock Trade’
❖ Provide a runtime decisioning component (engine) that will apply business policies on the business information supplied to reach a certain business decision
❖ Provide ways for the business and IT to validate and refine business rules
❖ Provide Change Management tools to manage fast changing and volatile business rules

A well-designed Business Rules Management System (BRMS) is a class of Enterprise software that provides all these capabilities.

The components of a BRMS include the following:

• A Development Environment for modeling, testing and refining business rules
• A Rule Engine for executing business rules (Application Integration point)
• A Rule Repository for managing rules (security, versioning, alerts, etc.)
• A Business User interface for modeling, changing, testing, analyzing and optimizing business rules

The Value Proposition of Business Rules Management Systems

To understand completely the need of implementing a BRMS, let’s revisit its value proposition in solving some major business problems:

1. Most complex rules can be captured using the rule formats that are supported by the BRMS. This greatly resolves the automation problem. There are many well documented case studies of enterprises achieving 99% of Business Decision Automation
2. The rules are externalized and not hidden inside of the applications; therefore changing the rules can now be done independently without touching of the application code itself. This will immediately bring down any change management efforts and constraints.  
3. The business rules (policies) captured as decision tables, flows, etc., can be shared. These are far easier to understand and work with than code. Therefore visibility on decision making process is achieved instantly once the rules are written.

The value proposition offered by employing a BRMS can be summarized in the following way:

**Accurate and precise decision automation**
- Precise and informed decisions are taken driven by rules that users know are correct
- Consistent and unambiguous application of business rules across all enterprise systems
- Additionally, business rules can be reused in multiple IT systems consistently

**Improved visibility for business users**
- Users can translate business rules into a natural-language format to improve visibility - business rules are visible and understandable to the LoB
- Business users own and influence automated decisions
- Business users share and collaborate on business rules and this helps reduce errors and eliminate eventual waste of time due to collaboration issues

**Faster turnaround times**
- Because rules are externalized from application code, users are able to change them faster than if they were locked up in code
- Users can build rules, test them and integrate them with applications
- Business users can quickly and easily implement changes same as IT users and this immediately reduces maintenance costs of enterprise applications
- Real-time responsiveness to market changes is faster and more reliable

**Centralization of knowledge**
- Using a BRMS to manage business rules ensures sharing 'One single version of the Truth'
- Business rules can be centralized, administered and maintained in isolation from the application
- A BRMS also enables a standardized deployment of business critical rules consistently across the enterprise

Introducing a Business Rules Management System immediately brings in many benefits to every organization. Here is an example: a pricing service used by a mortgage company is driven by a set of pricing rules managed by a BRMS for all the company's loan products. This organization can then use the same pricing service across all their sales channels ensuring: accurate decision automation, centralized knowledge of best business practices, which in turn minimizes confusion and errors, and allows reduction of processing turnaround times. Last but not least, rules transparency improves training and collaboration, where users share and build on same policies, following a consistent approach towards all business processes.
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